YOUNG QS AWARD GUIDELINES

1. Award amount: $1,000.00
2. Process to achieve award: Through nomination (i.e. co-worker, employer, industry sponsor). Nominator must be a member of the CIQS (PQS, CEC, Fellow, Retired, etc.). No student or Associate members can nominate.
3. Guidelines for award (candidate must fulfill all of the below merits):
   a. Be a CIQS Member (in any capacity)
   b. Candidate must follow CEC/PQS route (taking CIQS related BCIT courses or equivalent) & be pursuing career in QS field, be working in the industry already, OR, completed a QS related program within last two years. Nominees are not eligible if they are 2+ years post PQS or CEC designations.
   c. Candidate must show exemplary interest in the QS profession and help promote the profession through the following possible ways:
      i. Volunteering
      ii. Attending CIQS functions
      iii. Active in the local QS community
   d. Candidate must show excellence in his/her work either with top grades in QS related classes, CIQS exams, or through positive recommendation from employers/peers
   e. One page letter in company letterhead, or formal email by the nominator, including the reasons for the nomination.

Nominations to be submitted to info@ciqs-bc.org.

Deadline for nominations by May 1, 2017.

Award recipient to be announced at the CIQS-BC AGM.